
Criminal targeting of individuals, and even whole communities, with microwave weapons, and remote 
mind control technologies, is a global crisis that has been having ill effects on most of humanity for 
decades now! What's happening is so outrageously inhumane that the natural response is to slip into 
shocked denial, overwhelm, or complete disbelief, but there is not time for this type of response. This 
situation needs our immediate awareness and attention. 

 I beg you to take this seriously, because ongoing criminal use of such technologies are a 
devastating reality for growing numbers of individuals, families and even whole communities.  If 
you seriously doubt that advanced microwave technologies are in the hands of criminals who aim 
to harm and/or control  humanity, please just read this article, and the links on it, and then listen 
to only the heart of your instincts. . .for your own sake as well as that of your loved ones.

My research has shown me that remote mind control, with the use of radio waves, was used by Hitler and is now 
being accomplished through the computerized use of combined technologies like satellites, HAARP, cell towers, 
glen towers and other sorts of transmitters that can emit microwaves - radio waves at the same frequency as the 
human brain. These technologies had been created as secret military weapons, which is why most people do not 
know of their existence. Since at least the 1960s, they have been unleashed on the unsuspecting world 
population. 
 
Quote by (the late) Jim Kieth: "Brain-computer radio communication has long been considered impossible  
by the majority of people and has consequently been relegated to science-fiction, but the fact is that the  
technology had been developed into reality by at least the 1960s, during which time the initial experiments  
were being performed on unwitting subjects." Read more on, http://www.illuminati-news.com/remote-mc-
technology.htm 

Mind control on individuals is done in a similar way that remote laser surgery is done - through directing 
condensed beams of radio waves into specific parts of a person's brain. Depending upon which part of the brain 
is invaded and which frequency is used, this can either put us into a hypnotic state for the delivery of whatever 
messages the intruder wants to give us, or it can instigate a wide range of emotional responses. . .from mental 
numbness and depression to anxiety and extreme irritability. This can also be done to whole communities in a 
more general brainwashing, which can effectively cause mental fatigue in, as well as delivering subliminal 
messages to, masses of people. 
    It appears that there has already been a mass brainwashing against the belief that remote mind control is even 
possible, because most people seem unable to even think of the possibility of this devastating reality. The 
unusual part is that people seem to not even want to TRY to investigate it, although many books have been 
written about it. This sad scenario, on its own, can be proof of mass mind control, because there is scientific 
proof of such technologies and just a little bit of research and common sense can KNOW that they were created 
to be used. This is real folks. 

The freedom we boast of in the USA has already been secretly torn away. Lets take it back.

Technological Holocaust
Mind Control Steals Hope

Exposing a Crisis Which Can Not Remain Unnoticed 
Without Lethal Consequences for All of Humanity.
Disbelief of Remote Mind Control Technologies Is Enabling Lethal Crimes Against Humanity
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This article is interesting“The Russian Woodpecker: experiments in global mind control” by Philip Coppens. 
Within it he writes, "In April 1953, CIA Allen Dulles gave a lecture at Princeton University, detailing Soviet  
developments in the field of mind control. He stated they were out to control the mind of free men, both  
individually and collectively. . . Dulles proclaimed that the Cold War was moving into a new era of  
psychological warfare, which Dulles characterized as the battle for men’s minds. “We might call it in its new  
form brain warfare. . .In the 1970s, some of this “secret war for our mind” was exposed. . ." More on this 
link: http://www.philipcoppens.com/woodpecker.html

In 1976 Time Magazine said, "Last month the U.S. confirmed that for some 15 years the Soviet Union has  
been beaming microwaves at the hulking nine-story U.S. Embassy..." More recently, researchers and scientists 
are finding out that   this microwave energy is used for mind control and that this may have been what was 
happening to the embassy from around 1961 to 1976. This gives us an idea of how long these weapons have 
been in use. It would be foolish to assume that these technologies have not remained in use and have not been 
improved upon. The fact is that they have been unleashed on an unaware population and countless numbers of 
people are suffering the effects without even knowing what is happening to them. Find more on 
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,911755,00.html 

A History of Mind Control - Tim Rifat:   http://www.whale.to/b/rifat.html   
Mind Control by Anna Keeler: http://ebookbrowse.com/keeler-anna-rmct-pdf-d237210733
Scientology - Mind Control: http://www.wikiscientology.org/archiv/timetrack/2001.shtml

Remote Article by Anna Keeler: http://www.bugsweeps.com/info/microwave.html 
Extracts From Books by Jim Keith: http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=120220.0

Mind Control Patents: http://adventofdeception.com/mind-control-patents-invention/ 
 Hidden and Banned - Remote Mind Control http://mindcontrol.twoday.net/stories/243540/ 

Microwave Hearing: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wpfOSGm0wc&feature=player_embedded

Jim Keith - Haarp and Mind Control 
The Silent Massacre by Nicholas Kirkland     

Haarp: The Ultimate Weapon of the Conspiracy. . .Jerry E. Smith 
INTELLIGENCE FORCES and MICROWAVE MIND CONTROL 

Mind Control and the US Government by Martin Cannon 

For the sake of preserving the integrity of humanity please let your imagination take a glimpse into the forbidden 
atrocities that perverted criminals can perform with these secret remote technologies, which also encompass the 
capability of stimulating any nerve or organ in our bodies. . .including the ability to project recorded voices 
and/or images into or around unaware victims. . .or to instantly render a person unconscious. (Keep in mind that 
these technologies can see through walls and into a person's body in similar ways to that of cat scans.) Through 
satellite technologies, which appear to be linked to the mind control technologies, a perpetrator can be sitting at 
his or her computer in Russia while zooming in on a victims in the USA. Can you imagine what kinds of 
abuses will continue to increase if the general public remains unaware of being held under satellite 
surveillance by criminals who use psychotronic weapons - mind control technologies and laser weapons on 
unsuspecting people?  
   The criminal goal is to control all of humanity through controlling our minds and preventing free will and 
personal growth. (I have witnessed how effective this is)  I believe that many government, military, media 
and law enforcement personnel are unaware victims of remote mind control and are, at this time, being 
used to accomplish a silent takeover of the USA and ultimately all of humanity.  Though PARTS of our own 
governments are obviously involved, it appears to have deep roots in secret societies, the UN, the "elite”...etc.    
 
No matter who's involved, this is a dark occult, whose heartless tentacles are already stretching around 
the globe to secretly wrap themselves around the freedom and liberty that we THINK we still have. 
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It appears that the general numbness, the growing lack of care and growing levels of discord in our world is 
mostly due to the effects of wide spread remote mind control. Many of the criminals who hold the controls of 
these technologies appear to be sadistically aiming to cause chaos, pain and suffering. The rise in crimes are 
being blamed on economic difficulties. But the truth is that, by nature, human beings tend to pull together during 
tough times - letting our Hearts help each other through. 

What is now happening is not natural, not normal, not meant to be
and is a criminal assault on an unsuspecting and defenseless populous.

It is difficult, to say the least, to face these facts and realize that such sinister forces are ALREADY taking 
control of our minds, our lives, our countries. . .our world. However, we must not only face this, but also rise up 
and do all that we can to stop it as quickly as possible. 
   The ultimate remedy is to fully prosecute the criminals who are leading such atrocities and/or completely 
disable their technologies. But until these crimes are believed and stopped, by either a united public or 
agencies that are supposed to be protecting us. . .the only protection we have is to help bring these crimes 
into public awareness and quickly develop technologies that can protect us from microwave weapons. 
There are technologies, which can detect and block the radio waves that humanity is being attacked with, 
but they are ironically becoming illegal or altered in ways that do not detect the frequencies that are being 
used for mind control. Sometimes it is difficult to hold onto the hope that this will be stopped, because its 
secrecy has enabled it to grow and remain hidden for too long. But we must.

A Few Symptoms of Remote Mind Control 

Many victims will only experience a faint high pitched ringing in their ears, which they may not even notice. 
Others may experience symptoms of mental illness (even hearing voices) and/or any number of the following 

symptoms and some that are not listed here. The symptoms may come on suddenly and then disappear as 
quickly. They may slowly increase, come and go, or continue almost constantly. There are many variables. 

High pitched ringing in ears (Can be very faint) - Light headedness or dizziness 
mental fatigue - Forgetfulness - Sinus Problems - Faint sharp pains shooting into head - Periods of  

numbness in face or limbs - Burning sensation in mouth - Unusual head aches - Interrupted  
thoughts or speech (including forced speech) - Diminished or increased hearing or eye sight -  

Unusual decrease or increase in memory - Unusual depression or anxiety -  Unusual thoughts -  
Unusual swings in emotions - Slow or sudden altered belief systems - Slow or sudden change in  

personal preferences - Slow or sudden change in personality - Slow or sudden change in values or  
morals - Aneurysms - Migraine Head Aches...etc. 

Some people seem less susceptible to being completely controlled. (I'm glad to be one of these.) People who are 
taking mood altering drugs, like anti-depressants, are VERY susceptible to being completely controlled. In 
2008 there were news reports of mood altering drugs being found in around TWO DOZEN major public 
water supplies in the USA. I believe that this is not a coincidence, no matter what excuse is made. This is 
HUGE people. This is not just a few criminals targeting a few people! ALL OF HUMANITY IS IN CRITICAL 
DANGER AT THIS POINT IN TIME.
    Our own hearts and natural instincts can override SOME of the remote manipulations. BUT if we are not 
AWARE of what is happening we can easily confuse them with our own thoughts, feelings and instincts, and this 
can be devastating. . .to say the least. Through awareness and a strong will that we can avoid manipulations that 
are alien to our own nature. But when issues or feelings, that already have roots inside us, are triggered it is more 
difficult to resist. 

It is critical that we quickly unite into an awareness that can form a peaceful stand to end 
these crimes, in order to protect our freedom and the free will that enables our inner growth.
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Never, in the history of humanity has there been a more devastating holocaust or a more 
crucial time for humanity to rise into a peaceful fight for our freedom and well-being.

Perhaps the saddest part of this atrocity surrounds those who have figured out the full scope of what is 
happening. . .and have been heavily targeted, in order to discredit them and prevent their testimonies from 
reaching or being believed by the public. These targeted individuals have been put on a 'hit list' in a program that 
aims to literally destroy them in ways that are not obvious to the general public. Many are victims of remote 
weapon attacks and Hitler-style harassment programs (gang stalking groups). For decades now, they have been 
crying out for help that has not been there for them, due to our own lack of awareness. Many have died. Many 
have been falsely labeled with “paranoid schizophrenia” and sometimes even institutionalized. Many have been 
framed for crimes they did not commit. Many have been driven to commit suicide. Many have been murdered 
with microwaves that produce Lupus, Leukemia and other forms of cancer. Many are now fighting for OUR 
lives in a world that does not even acknowledge the crimes that are being committed against them. 

Find  more information about “Targeted Individuals” and “gang stalking” on www.targetedinamerica.com 

Note to medical, media and law enforcement personnel: PLEASE investigate this for your 
own sakes. . .and do not blindly judge or label a Targeted Individual. Please care to at least have them 
scanned for microchips, tested for cell structure and brain damage, overdoses of microwave energy...etc., 
instead of making them have to prove their sanity (which is an impossible task with anyone who does not 
realize what is REALLY happening) on top of everything else that they are being hit with. 

PLEASE BECOME AWARE, HELP SPREAD THE WORD AND LISTEN 
TO ONLY YOUR OWN HEARTS. . .because not doing so is hurting us too much.

What kind of world can my weary eyes see – 
What kind of world need grow to be?

A world where Love fills the void of hate 
And freedom is delivered by hands of fate.

A world where everyone picks up paces 
To lift broken people from wounded places.

A world where all is in a state of repair 
And none are left in deep despair.

No matter how difficult life is today - no matter how much is torn away
The sun will rise on all of humanity as we embrace our hearts and set Love free.

Find more information on   www.targetedinamerica.com   or   www.targeted11.blogspot.com   or   
www.technologicalholocaust.blogspot.com   or   www.sharonpoet-ti.blogspot.com  

This paper gre w from the news paper that formed www.targeted11.blogspot.com. My websites have been being tampered with so please do your own 
research if they become unviewable or filled with questionable content.  Authors Jim Keith, Jerry E. Smith, Tim Rifat,  Nicholas Kirkland Anna 
Keeler  and others offer many references to documented proof of remote mind control technologies and their use on both military personnel and 
civilians since at least the 1960s. I believe that Jim Kieth and Jerry E. Smith were inconspicuously murdered when they began figuring out that remote 
mind control technologies have been being used on an unsuspecting populous for DECADES now. Lets not let their deaths be in vein. You can also do web 
searches and see what you find. But remember that many accurate sites have been taken down. And there are sites set up to intentionally misinform and 
confuse the public. So, please let the heart of your own instincts do the searching. And please help spread the word as quickly as possible. 

 I am a targeted individual who is being slowly murdered with microwave weapons - I am being held under surveillance, gang stalked, threatened and attacked with remote 
technologies for witnessing, for knowing, for writing and perhaps even for being a decent independent writer/human being who focused on personal/spiritual growth. I had 
perfect credit and owned my own home and businesses prior to these parts of my life being destroyed. My birth name was Sharon Yvette LaBree. My Married name was Sharon 
Buck. My pen name was Namatari. I was born and raised in New Boston, NH - USA and I believe that my whole family and residents of the Hillsborough County Nursing Home 
had been being used for remote technological experimentation since the 1970s. Please help this statement be recorded in the event of my death.  My legal name is now Sharon R. 
Poet, PO Box 383, Mont Vernon, NH 03057  USA. 

You may copy and freely distribute this paper as long as no changes are made to it.
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